Questions You May Be Asked When Reporting A Stormwater Issue
If you are reporting a problem with one of the following, check the box that applies. If “other”
than what is listed, please be as specific as possible in the space available.
Pipe 
Debris 
Ground washing away 
Flooding 
Inlet 
Other ______________________________________________________________
Is the pipe under the roadway/street?
What is wrong with the crossdrain?
Is it filled with silt, sediment, mud etc?
Is something blocking the opening of the pipe?
Is the failure of the crossdrain causing the roadway to cave in?
Is the pipe under the driveway?
What is wrong with the driveway pipe?
Is it filled with silt, sediment, mud etc?
Is something blocking the opening of the pipe? If so, can you tell what is blocking the pipe?
Is the failure of the driveway pipe causing the driveway to cave in?
Is debris in a creek?
What type of debris is in the creek?
If it is a tree, has it fallen and is now blocking the creek?
Are paper products, toys, plastic sacks, furniture, tires, etc. in the creek?
Is the debris causing flooding?
Where exactly is the debris?
Where is the creek located (front, back or side of property)?
How much trash/debris is in the creek?
Is debris in a ditch?
Is the ditch clogged, overgrown with vegetation, weeds, trees (live), limbs, etc?
Is the ditch full of silt, debris, mud, etc?
Where the ditch is located (front, back or side of property)?
Can water flow through the ditch?
Is there flooding to the roadway or property?
Has it flooded recently?
Is the ground washing away?
Where is the erosion happening (front, back, or side of property)?
Is the roadway/street or driveway in danger of collapsing?
Is there a retaining wall or headwall in danger of collapsing?
Has anything started washing away besides the dirt?
Is there a stone or brick wall falling?
Is there flooding to the property or road/street (land or dwelling)?
Where is the flooding (front, back or side of property)?
Is water getting in the house, garage, basement, etc?
Is the roadway/street flooding?
From where is the flooding coming?

An inlet is a metal grate with open holes/slats on the side of the roadway/street.
Is any water getting in the inlet?
Is the inlet filled with debris, sediment, mud, eaves or trash?
Is the inlet top/grate broken or missing?
Is there debris blocking the top of the inlet?
Is something lying on the grate?

